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Abstract: Power consumption has become a major problem in 

today's VLSI design. Clock circuitry places a major role in 

power consumption. To achieve optimum power, therefore, 

there is a need to reduce the clocking power. This paper deals 

with a way to reduce power consumption by merging some 

flip flops into fewer multi-bit flip flops. The multi bit flip flop 

method is used to avoid the total number of inverters by 

sharing the inverters in the flip - flops. This concept of 

merging is implemented in a storage device. The technique 

for reducing power consumption in synchronous circuits is 

used in this paper - driven clock gating. Using different gates 

and power analysis, this clock gating technique is 

implemented and the best circuit design has been proposed. 

Combining multi-bit flip-flop with data driven clock gating 

will increase further power saving. The proposed work will 

reduce the power compared to conventional. Microwind tool 

is used here for power analysis. 

Keywords: SBFF, MBFF, Clock gating, Merging, Latches, D 

Flip-flop, Gates. 

Introduction: 

This multi-bit flip-flop (MBFF) method involves merging 

multiple single-bit flip-flops into one single MBFF and its 

main goal is to reduce power. Power reduction can be 

accomplished because the' D*' inputs and the' Q*' output data 

pins of an MBFF share the same global clock net, reducing the 

pin capacitance. A good optimization of the MBFF can result 

in a better area as the area of a single MBFF is lower than the 

sum of its equivalent single - bit flip - flops. There are various 

approaches that can be used to reduce power. Clock gating, 

power switching and dynamic voltage and frequency scaling, 

multiple VT library cells, supply voltage reduction, multi-

voltage design are the most widely used low power methods. 

We used Clock gating technique among them. During the 

phases of circuit design and/or logic synthesis, all these 

technologies could be performed. We need to ensure that all 

power reduction strategies are well preserved and work well 

with a back - end annotation during physical implementation. 

We can prefer the clock in all these techniques to reduce the 

more power consumption. 

Flip-Flop: 

Flip flop is a two-stable circuit that can be used to store state 

information. By applying signals to one or more control inputs, 

a change of state can be made. Latches and flip flops are data 

storage elements that store one or zero pieces of data. This 

circuit is called Sequential Circuit because storage can be used 

to store the state. The flip-flop output depends on the current 

input and past outputs. Flip-flops are either simple (transparent 

or opaque) or clocked (flip-flops are synchronous or edge-

triggered). Latch is triggered level and flip flop is triggered 

edge, it becomes transparent whenever a latch is enabled, while 

the output of a flip flop only changes on a single clock signal 

type(positive or negative edge).  Flip - flops with their own 

uses and operations are classified into several different types. 

There are four different types of flip - flops like SR, D, JK, and 

T. Use D flip flop here. 

Multi-Bit Flip Flop Concept: 

The Multi - bit Flip flop concept is explained here. Let's have a 

look at the single - bit flip - flop before that. 

Single-Bit Flip Flop (SBFF):  

There are two latches in a SBFF (Slave latch and Master latch). 

To perform the operation, these latches use two clock signals. 

To have a better delay, these two clock phase signals are 

opposite. Therefore in the path of the clock there are cascaded 

inverters. Figure 1 shows a single - bit flip - flop example. 

 

Fig 1: One-bit flip-flop before merging 

 Multi-Bit Flip Flop (MBFF):  

Figure 2 shows a dual-bit Flip flop example. As shown in 

figure cascaded inverters used the master and slave latches to 

generate the opposite clock phase signals. As process 

technology shrinks beyond the value, multiple flip-flops can 

still be driven by even a minimum number of inverters / 

buffers. By combining more 1-bit flip-flops with a multi-bit 

flip-flop (MBFF), the number will decrease inverters. 
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       Fig 2: Dual-bit flip-flop after merging 

Figure 3 shows that there are two input data pins, two output 

data pins, a clock pin and a reset pin in the dual-bit flip flop. It 

is shown in the dual-bit flip-flop cell truth table that the value 

of Q1,Q2 passes to D1,D2 at the positive edge of clk. The 

original value will be maintained at the negative edge of clk 

Q1 and Q2. 

 

             Fig 3: Dual-bit flip-flop cell 

 

 Multi - bit flip - flops benefits:  

1. Small design area   

2. Needs less power and delay.  

3.Controllable skew of the clock  

4. Improve the use of routing resources     

 In this designing D flip-flop is chosen because of low power 

consumption, ability to reduce the delay of the circuit and its 

simplicity. It simply passes the D input to the Q output when 

clock is applied. They are generally used for simple latched 

registers or to make simple shift registers. The merging of 2 

single bit  flip-flops have been shown in Fig 4. 

What Is Clock Gating? 

1. Clock gating reduces the dynamic power consumption. 

2. It is based on reducing the switching frequency by disabling 

the clock when it is not necessary to perform operations’ 

 

Fig 7: Flip-flop with clock gating  

There are five different types of clock gating techniques are 

available. They are as follows. 

1. Using AND gates. 

2. Using NOR gates. 

3. Latch based AND gate clock gating. 

4. Latch based NOR gate clock gating. 

5. MUX based clock gating. 

 

Advantages of Clock Gating: 

1. Clock gating reduces the dynamic power consumption. 

2. It is based on reducing the switching frequency by disabling 

the clock when it is not necessary to perform operations 

4. Turning unused parts of circuit off 

5. Considerable power reduction (~30%) 

6. Highly used technique nowadays. 

 

Conventional System: 

 In conventional type each flip-flop requires a direct clock 

source which increase the clocking power considerably also the 

area and clock skew will get increased which is shown in fig 5. 

Here, in the existing system 8-bit register is implemented by 

using the merging of 8 single bit flip-flops by sharing the 

global clock signal with the help of Micro wind tool. This leads 

to more power consumption when compare to the proposed 

work. In that proposed work we can imply the clock gating 

technique to reduce the more power consumption. 

Fig 7: Flip-

flop without clock gating 
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In the above figure where inputs and outputs are same where 

there is no need of clock enabling. 

 

Fig 5: Digital schematic diagram of 8-bit          register without 

clock gating technique 

 Experimental Results: 

Fig 6: 

Output waveforms of 8-bit register connected in PIPO without 

clock gating 

Proposed Work: 

In this paper we have analyzed the power values by using 

different clock gating techniques. Here 8bit register is 

connected in different forms: 

SISO, SIPO, PIPO, PISO 

 

We have connected the circuit in different ways by using 

different gates and latches and power analysis is done. 

In the below table listed the power values of different clock 

gating techniques. 

 

 

Different clock 

gating 

techniques 

Without clock 

gating 

With clock 

gating  

Using AND 

gate 

14.574uw 0.193uw 

Using NOR 

gate 

14.574uw 0.195uw 

Latch based 

AND gate 

14.574uw 0.214uw 

Latch based 

NOR gate 

14.574uw 0.228uw 

MUX based  14.574uw 0.258uw 

Table 2: Power analysis of different clock gating techniques, 

connected in PIPO form  

From the above analysis we have chosen clock gating 

technique by using AND gate as it consumes less power when 

compared with the other techniques.  

 

Fig 8: Digital schematic diagram of 8-bit register with clock 

gating by using AND gate 

Experimental Results: 

 

Fig 11: Output waveforms of 8-bit register connected in PIPO 

with clock gating 

Conclusion: 

In this paper  initially the power consumption is reduced by 

using the concept of merging. For further reduction of power 

consumption we go for clock gating technique. In that we have 

analyze the power by using different gates and proposed that 

circuit connected by AND gate is the best clock gating 

technique.  
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